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Ra is the name of an extraterrestrial group of supernatural entities purportedly contacted
by Don Elkins, Carla L. Rueckert, and James Allen McCarty, who formed the non-profit
organisation L/L Research. In three years, beginning from 15 January 1981 till 15 March
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1984, 106 contact sessions were recorded. These sessions became the material of the five
volume The Law of One book series.
According to The Law of One, throughout the sessions, Rueckert performed as deep trance
medium (or channel), Elkins asked the questions and McCarty meditated and flipped the
recording tapes over as they finish each side. They applied some rituals and spells
purported to be instructed by Ra, before each session.[1] [2] [3]
The purported communications depict an infinite universe in which the core element is
vibration. With the provision of "primal distortions" (Free Will, Love, Light) Logoi
("individualized portions of intelligent infinity", "creative principles of galaxies") create
"guidelines", "potentials of experience", an octave-based structure (7 levels/bands; which
are composed of physical and incorporeal parts), and sub-Logoi (physical manifestations of
which are stars). Sub-Logoi further create (with further interpretation "without removing or
adding to guidelines") fertile conditions from which sub-sub-Logoi (beings) emerge and
undergo mental, physical and spiritual evolutions through reincarnation (each incarnation
being "intended to be a course in the Creator knowing Itself"), and journey along the
spectrum (octave-based structure) which may take billions of years.[4]
Ra entities identify themselves as a group from 6th band (in the sense of band of spectrum
of existence) and describe their physical nature as being made of light in the channeled
text. Their aim in communicating is to aid humans, which they define as 3rd band beings, in
their evolution without infringing on free will. These entities claim that the ancient
Egyptians worshipped them as their deity, Ra, but that their interpretation has little to do
with what they really are.[2] [4]

History
Don Elkins formed L/L Research with Carla Rueckert in 1970. In 1974, Carla Rueckert
began channeling and L/L Research published the resulting material.[5] James McCarty
joined the group in 1980, after beginning to attend their group meditations in 1978.
In 15 January 1981, during one of the telepathic channeling sessions, Rueckert went into a
deep trance state and contact with Ra entities began.[5] [1] Elkins, Rueckert and McCarty
continued to hold sessions in order to contact with these entities until the suicide of Elkins
in 7 November 1984 (he is reported to have died of a gunshot wound to his head). Those
sessions were published in a series of five books, collectively titled The Law of One[A] (by
Ra, an humble messenger of the Law of One).[1]
Rueckert and McCarthy stopped holding sessions to contact Ra after Elkins died. They have
been holding meditation sessions during which they telepathically channel what they refer
to as "other Confederation sources" -- Latwii, L/Leema (claimed as groups from fifth band);
Hatonn, Laitos (claimed as groups from fourth band); Oxal, Yom, and "the principle of Q’uo"
(claimed as a created collaboration between those of Ra, Latwii and Hatonn). According to
the L/L Research website, before and during the time period when Ra sessions were held,
all three (including Elkins), as well as some other people attending meditation sessions,
were telepathically channeling either one or all of these entities (except Q’uo and L/Leema).
L/L Research have been publishing the transcripts of these channelings in its website.
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Summary
Methodology
Preceding sessions, Elkins, Rueckert and McCarty sang and meditated with the intent to
trigger positive feelings, harmony and to make themselves align with the aim of the study.
Then they performed their ritual of protection and cleansing of the room in which the
contact would be made, and situated Rueckert in a prone position on the bed with the head
pointed 20 degrees north-by-northeast (not clear that the north mentioned here was
whether the magnetic north, which compasses point, or true north), covering her body with
a white blanket, her eyes with a white cloth, and hooked up the three tape recorder
microphones just below her chin not to miss any of the session if one or two tape recorders
would malfunction. As Rueckert mentally recited the Prayer of St. Francis, Elkins aligned
the table which held the Bible ("the book most closely aligned with the instrument’s mental
distortions, which are allied most closely with the Law of One"), candle, incense, and
chalice of water in a straight line with her head, as recommended by Ra. After lighting the
candle and incense, Elkins and McCarty walked the Circle of One around Rueckert and
repeated the words that started each contact. In second half of three years span they began
to perform Banishing Ritual of the Lesser Pentagram additionally. At the end of each
session, after a brief period of silence Elkins and McCarty repeated the name of Rueckert
until an answer was obtained. They did not touch her until she has responded to her
name.[3] [6] [2] [7]
According to the text, during sessions, Rueckert departed her physical body (remaining
connected via silver cord) and a member of Ra used it remotely as an instrument to
communicate.[7] The channelling sessions took a question and answer style. The questions
asked were on a wide range of subjects and events such as; stone heads of Easter Island,
pyramids, Nazca Lines, present and earlier civilizations of mankind, Maldek, Mars,
Lemuria, Mu, Atlantis, bigfoot, karma, other beings and civilizations in the universe, the
nature of evolution, energy centers of the body, kundalini, "sexual energy transfers", the
physics of Dewey B. Larson, Nikola Tesla, some influential figures in human history, ritual
magic, white magic, the nature and function of the higher self, healing, reincarnation,
meditation, psychic prophecy, "psychic attacks/greetings", thought-forms, men in black,
cattle mutilations, abduction phenomenon, "archetypical mind", Tarot, the "veil of
forgetting", Dwight D. Eisenhower's meeting with extraterrestrials in 1954,
UFO/government conspiracies, anger, balancing, Aleister Crowley, the Tunguska event,
pre-incarnative choices, the ball lightning phenomenon, integratron.[1] [3] [6] [8] [9] [10]
Not all questions were answered by Ra, in order not to infringe upon free will (of contactees
or audiences/readers in general). Some information that is falsifiable or verifiable in nature,
by disclosing which would infringe on free will, were kept by Ra (such as the present
location of the ark of the covenant, the records purportedly hidden inside the sphinx etc.).[3]
[6] [8] [9] [10]

Elkins, Rueckert and McCarty decided to exclude "healing information", that was
conveyed/discussed during the first book, from the books as recommended by Ra in session
84.
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Channelled Messages
According the transcripts of the channeling sessions (published as the Law of One books),
Ra underwent a human-like evolution on the planet Venus 2.6 billion years ago. Their
third-density[B] (human-like) experience on Venus is stated as had been "dealt far more
deeply and harmoniously with relationships with other-selves (i.e. other people), sexual
energy transfer work, and philosophical or metaphysical research". They had not developed
"the interrelationships of barter or money system and power". Tarot was devised and used
as a training aid in the study of archetypical mind by them as the product of "many
generations of work". After their graduation from third-density they continued to evolve
through again space/time[D] (incarnate) - time/space[E] (disincarnate) cycles.[9]
"The question does not demand a long answer, for we who experienced the
vibratory densities upon that planetary sphere which you call Venus were
fortunate in being able to move in harmony with the planetary vibrations with an
harmonious graduation to second, to third, and to fourth, and a greatly
accelerated fourth-density[F] experience. We spent much time/space, if you will, in
fifth-density[F] balancing the intense compassion we had gained in fourth-density.
The graduation again was harmonious and our social memory complex[G] which
had become most firmly cemented in fourth-density remained of a very strong and
helpful nature. Our sixth-density[H] work was also accelerated because of the
harmony of our social memory complex so that we were able to set out as
members of the Confederation[C] to even more swiftly approach graduation to
seventh-density[I]. Our harmony, however, has been a grievous source of naiveté
as regards working with your planet."[6]
Ra identify themselves as positively oriented sixth-density[H] beings existing as a "social
memory complex"[G].[1] [2] According to Ra, they "joyfully seek" "the balances between
compassion and wisdom" to come closer to the unity with the One Creator (intelligent
infinity). Due to the limitations of the language, they are not able to describe the
densities[F] higher than the third-density[B], extensively in the channeled text. They state
"much is lost in transmission of concept from density to density". One of the statements
they make on their nature is; "rather than surrounding ourselves in light we have become
light, our understanding is that there is no other material except light".[8]
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Pyramid-like features (1 big & 1 small) in
Cydonia. Can be seen in Google Mars
that (40° 24' N and 9° 32' W), one side of
base of which are aligned north-south,
the same as Egyptian pyramids.

5
The dialogues on the origin of mankind claim that first
humans on Earth were from Mars.[11] After the
environment of Mars "became inhospitable to
third-density beings" due to the bellicose actions
(nuclear war) of Mars people, the genetic material of
first of those were preserved and transferred to Earth
approximately 75.000 years[Q] ago. Then third-density
spirits[R] from Mars started to incarnate on Earth.
Apart from these that incarnated in physical bodies
having
genetic
material
from
Mars,
some
second-density entities, which were the result of a
natural evolution on Earth, became third-density
beings (both as physically and spiritually) by a
transfiguration within one and a half generation. In
time, besides second-density derivation, and three
major planetary influences (Maldek, Mars and a
planet from Deneb), there were thirteen minor
planetary
"harvested"
second
and
"cycled"
third-density spirit groups (from various star systems)
joining to Earth experience.[3] [9] [4]

In reply to the relevant questions Ra explains a kind of call as the reason for channeling,
and speak about similar experiences they had gone through. The civilization that helped Ra
using the pyramid shape while Ra were in third-density[B], have begun their "travel back to
the Creator"[J] and "are no longer experiencing time".[K][8] As a result of their orientation
and choices Ra entities moved where they were "called to service" throughout their
sixth-density[H] history; including Alpha Centauri, planets of the Solar System, Cepheus and
Zeta Reticuli.[9] With the consent of a council located in Saturn they made several contacts
(both short and long) with earthlings in the past. They built the larger pyramids in Egypt as
machines for healing and initiation.[3]
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Ra recommend one to question the polarity[L] of such
channelings and contacts. According to the text, if
contactees are oriented toward "service to others"
(positive), "negatively oriented" (service to self)
entities, which they might contact without intention,
imitate positive philosophy, try to trick and enslave,
and give false information and messages of doom. Ra
add that "it is entirely possible for the untuned
channel to receive both positive and negative
communications".[3] Bases of those from elsewhere,
both positive (Confederation) and negative, where
equipment for automated communication with
earthlings "requesting the same basic information in
enormous repetition" are placed, are also mentioned
as located in some "honey-comb" like areas of the
sphere.[8]
According to the channeled text, "service to self"
(negative) polarity emerged due to the free will
extension choice made by late sub-Logoi (stars). Early
sub-Logoi, close to the centers of galaxies (Logoi[M]),
chose "lack of free will foundations" and did not
extend free will to sub-sub-Logoi (beings) "simply
The Fool, Arcanum No. XXII; named as
because they had not conceived of it". So that the only
"The Choice" by Ra; reproduced image,
possible polarity for beings was "service to others" as
[9] [12]
based on George Fatham's book.
chosen by sub-Logoi.[N] However, since "entities were
overwhelmingly aware of the Creator in their selves
and divinely happy, and the security was total", "no love was terribly important; no pain
terribly frightening; no effort, therefore, was made to serve for love or to benefit from fear".
"Each other-self was seen to be the Creator and no other-self seemed to be more the
Creator than another". "Third and fourth density cycles were extremely long, entities
repeated third density cycles many times over" and "lacked what was considered the crucial
ingredient; polarization". "As the evolution progressed outward from the center of the
galaxy, the efficiency of free will in intensifying the experience of the Creator by the
Creator was discovered". The first tool devised by late sub-Logoi to extend free will was
placing (through experimenting and refining by evolution) a semipermeable "veil" between
conscious ("Matrix of the mind": The Magician) and unconscious ("Potentiator of the mind":
The High Priestess) minds of sub-sub-Logoi, that would be in effect when they are in
incarnated position in space/time. The number of archetypes increased from 9[O] to
21+1[P].[9]
Ra emphasize that their knowledge is limited to the current octave of densities[F], with
portions of seventh-density[I] remaining mysterious although it has been described to them
by their teachers.[9] They assume an infinite number of octaves, an infinite cyclical
progression, and a "mystery-clad unity of creation in which all consciousness periodically
coalesces and again begins".[6]
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Other Mediums
According to the fragments omitted from first four books, in the first session, Ra tried to
communicate through other people, who claimed Ra was communicating through them.[10]
David Wilcock, believed by some to be the reincarnated Edgar Cayce, is the only known
purported medium claiming to have channeled Ra entities. Contrary to Rueckert, he claims
he does not need to go into any trance for channelling Ra.[4]

Reception
Adherents of UFOlogy and channeling find the Law of One series as highly technical,
bizarre and extraordinary.[11] The series lent its terminology and jargon to other
sources.[13]
Stephen Tyman, from Department of Philosophy at Southern Illionis University, wrote a
book on the first seven archetypes of the Tarot deck as discussed in The Law of One, Book
IV, entitled as "A Fool’s Phenomenology; Archetypes of Spiritual Evolution".[14]
Arthur Hastings, Dean of the Faculty at the Institute of Transpersonal Psychology in Menlo
Park California, concludes in his book "With the Tongues of Men and Angels: A Study of
Channeling"[15] that, the entities who speak during channeling are transpersonal factors
within the human mind, personifications of higher intelligence. He thinks it could very well
be that some of the people who present themselves as channels are actually in a kind of
benign or non-neurotic multiple personality, as though the channel part is a subpersonality
of them, and may be embodying greater wisdom or understanding than they might have in
their own conscious self, which still could be a part of them.[16] He sees two main problems
for people who might want to become involved in channeling:
"One is, if people are interested in doing channeling, my suggestion is do not do
it, because anytime you are changing your conscious level of awareness you are in
a sense opening a door, and the door might be open to parts of yourself that you
do not like. It might be open to spirits, if that's what's going on, that might be
dangerous. A Ouija board is sort of like opening your door on a dark night. You do
not know who might come in. So that's one thing. A second thing is that you can
be possessed by your enthusiasm for channeling. I know of some people who
channeled, who were doing channeling, still are doing channeling, who get totally
fixated and caught up. They are listening to their other voice, they are listening to
the voice of the channel, they cannot wait to get back to it. Like some people get
addicted to computers, some people get addicted to chocolate, some people get
addicted to being channels."[16]
Hastings thinks one need not give over its emotional authority to somebody speaking just
because they are saying things that sound good and they are presumably from the great
beyond.[16] Aside from these, he values the essence of channeled texts by stating:
"A consistent theme in channeling is the value of these higher qualities: justice,
wisdom, righteousness, humility, compassion, service, knowledge, self-respect,
understanding and love. People and civilizations are judged by such qualities.
Whether the tongues of channeling are from the minds of men and women or
from the angels, their messages often remind us of those values. We should take
these messages seriously, so that the knowledge that comes to us from
channeling, or any source, will be used in wisdom and love for the benefit of
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people and the world."[15]

See also
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Channeling (mediumistic)
Seance
List of channelled texts
Jungian archetypes
Cyclic model
Oscillatory universe
Big bounce
Life on Mars
Cydonia (region of Mars)

Notes
1. ^ Not a kind of law that is a system of rules, enforced through a set of institutions, used
as an instrument to underpin civil obedience, politics, economics and society. Analogous
to Physical law. "The Law of One, though beyond the limitation of name, as you call
vibratory sound complexes, may be approximated by stating that all things are one, that
there is no polarity, no right or wrong, no disharmony, but only identity. All is one, and
that one is love/light, light/love, the Infinite Creator."
2. ^ a b c "The density of self-consciousness or self-awareness", "the first density of
consciousness of spirit", starting to exist as mind/body/spirit complex, the level where the
being chooses positive ("51% and above" service to others) or negative ("95% and above"
service to self) path to follow for its subsequent evolution.
3. ^ Confederation of Planets; constituted by approximately 53 positively oriented
civilizations from third, fourth, fifth and sixth densities (space/time) of the planets of
seven local star systems.
4. ^ Physical universe into which beings incarnate. "One of the preconditions for
space/time existence is some form of body complex". "The space/time and time/space
concepts are those concepts describing as mathematically as possible the relationships of
your illusion, that which is seen to that which is unseen. These descriptive terms are
clumsy. They, however, suffice for this work."
5. ^ Proposed spiritual or supernatural essence of the universe; where mind/body/spirit
complexes (the body in this phrase is not physical-chemical body) exist without physical
body. Ra describe time as three dimensional. "The hallmark of time/space is the inequity
between time and space. In your space/time the spatial orientation of material causes a
tangible framework for illusion. In time/space the inequity is upon the shoulders of that
property known to you as time. This property renders entities and experiences intangible
in a relative sense. In your framework each particle or core vibration moves at a velocity
which approaches what you call the speed of light from the direction of supraluminal
velocities."
6. ^ a b c d "Octave of densities" refers to the "spectrum of existence", which is constituted
by seven main densities. Analogous to visible spectrum. Ra state "There is a distinctive
difference in the color structure of each density" and "The term density is a, what you
call, mathematical one. The closest analogy is that of music, whereby after seven notes
on your western type of scale, if you will, the eighth note begins a new octave. Within
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your great octave of existence which we share with you, there are seven octaves or
densities. Within each density there are seven sub-densities. Within each sub-density, are
seven sub-sub-densities. Within each sub-sub-density, seven sub-sub-sub-densities and so
on infinitely". Experiences of these 7 densities are described briefly by Ra as; "first, the
cycle of awareness (water, fire, air and earth); second, the cycle of growth (all plant and
animal life forms); third, the cycle of self-awareness (human beings); fourth, the cycle of
love or understanding ; fifth, the cycle of light or wisdom; sixth, the cycle of light/love,
love/light or unity; seventh, the gateway cycle". Due to the "veil" between conscious and
unconscious minds in space/time, forgetting starts as each incarnation begins until the
end of third-density. Beings from the densities above third are not visible to human eye in
normal conditions.
7. ^ a b A social complex (i.e. a group of beings) when its entire group of entities are of one
orientation or seeking. As more specific Ra state that "The group memory lost to the
individuals in the roots of the tree of mind then becomes known to the social complex,
thus creating a social memory complex. The advantages of this complex are the relative
lack of distortion in understanding the social beingness and the relative lack of distortion
in pursuing the direction of seeking, for all understanding/distortions are available to the
entities of the society."
8. ^ a b c The level of existence where beings seek the laws of unity. Mid-sixth-density
entity is the higher self. Sixth-density entities have "physical" bodies made of "light" in
"space/time", means of reproduction of which is through fusion. "Some entities may
choose to perform this reproduction experience as part of the beingness of the sun body"
(or the star of the system where they belong to/exist).
9. ^ a b The last density in the current "spectrum of existence", the "gateway cycle".
"Becoming one with all, thus having no memory, no identity, no past or future, but
existing in the all."
10. ^ Ra describe this state as seventh-density being's collection of spiritual mass and
compaction into the one Creator once again.
11. ^ Paradoxical statement: "no longer experiencing time". Ra describe this state as
seventh-density being's collection of spiritual mass and compaction into the one Creator
once again.
12. ^ Two polarities, infinite combinations: "positive" or "positively oriented" or "service to
others" and "negative" or "negatively oriented" or "service to self". Third-density beings,
by their thoughts and actions (as a result of their choices), reach a blend of the two; such
as 60%positive-40%negative or 70%negative-30%positive.
13. ^ "The Logos is a protean entity which grows and learns upon a macrocosmic scale. It
is not a part of time. All that is learned from experience in an octave is, therefore, the
harvest of that Logos and is further the nature of that Logos."
14. ^ The beings were not complexes, that is, not "mind/body/spirit complexes" but
"mind/body/spirit"s. There was no forgetting between incarnations in "third-density".
15. ^ The Matrix, the Potentiator, and the Significator of mind; the Matrix, the Potentiator,
and the Significator of body; the Matrix, the Potentiator, and the Significator of spirit,
which totally adds up to 9. "When the veil had just been drawn between the Matrix and
the Potentiator of the Mind, there were nine archetypes and many shadows."
16. ^ However, it is stated in session 91 that; not all sub-Logoi had 21+1 (3x7=21) system
after "veil", in fact "21+1 is the greatest number which has been used by sub-Logoi as
the result of many, many previous experiments in articulation of the One Creator". To
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Ra’s knowledge, "The fewest are the two systems of five which are completing the cycles
or densities of experience". That is five archetypes for each; mind, body, spirit, plus
choice, which makes 15+1. "Each, of course, used the Matrix, the Potentiator, and the
Significator for this is the harvest with which our creation began. One way or system of
experimentation had added to these the Catalyst and the Experience. Another system if
you will, had added Catalyst and Transformation. In one case the methods whereby
experience was processed was further aided but the fruits of experience less aided. In
the second case the opposite may be seen to be the case."
17. ^ Spencer Wells has reached a time frame of 60,000 - 90,000 years for Y-chromosomal
Adam in his research on human genetics.
18. ^ The spirit concept is defined as "mind/body/spirit complex" in The Law of One series,
that is the thing incarnating in a physical body is not a spirit but a "mind/body/spirit
complex" in fact.

External links
• L/L Research official site

[17]

• The Law of One Sessions by Ra, An Humble Messenger
of all 106 sessions as they are on the original tapes)
• A searchable database of the Law of One Sessions [19]

[18]

(a straight, unedited version
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